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	The classic survey design reference, updated for the digitalage


	For over two decades, Dillman's classic text on survey designhas aided both students and professionals in effectively planningand conducting mail, telephone, and, more recently, Internetsurveys. The new edition is thoroughly updated and revised, andcovers all aspects of survey research. It features expandedcoverage of mobile phones, tablets, and the use of do-it-yourselfsurveys, and Dillman's unique Tailored Design Method is alsothoroughly explained. This invaluable resource is crucial for anyresearcher seeking to increase response rates and obtainhigh-quality feedback from survey questions. Consistent withcurrent emphasis on the visual and aural, the new edition iscomplemented by copious examples within the text and accompanyingwebsite.


	This heavily revised Fourth Edition includes:

	
		Strategies and tactics for determining the needs of a givensurvey, how to design it, and how to effectively administer it
	
		How and when to use mail, telephone, and Internet surveys tomaximum advantage
	
		Proven techniques to increase response rates


	
		Guidance on how to obtain high-quality feedback from mail,electronic, and other self-administered surveys
	
		Direction on how to construct effective questionnaires,including considerations of layout
	
		The effects of sponsorship on the response rates ofsurveys
	
		Use of capabilities provided by newly mass-used media:interactivity, presentation of aural and visual stimuli.
	
		The Fourth Edition reintroduces thetelephone—including coordinating land and mobile.



	Grounded in the best research, the book offers practical how-toguidelines and detailed examples for practitioners and studentsalike.
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DB2 for Solaris: The Official Guide (IBM Press Series--Information Management)Prentice Hall, 2003
IBM's DB2 Universal Database Version 8 for Solaris has been carefully engineered to deliver all of the immense power, flexibility, and scalability of DB2, while taking full advantage of the capabilities of Sun's Solaris operating system. Now, direct from IBM", there's a definitive guide to installing, running, and optimizing the latest...
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Yii 1.1 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	When Alex told me he was about to write a Yii cookbook about a year ago, I was
	wondering how original it would be, considering the fact that there was already an online
	user-contributed cookbook (also known as Yii wiki). It turned out Alex produced a book
	that is not only full of wisdom about how to use Yii effectively, but also...
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Unix for Mac : Your visual blueprintї to maximizing the foundation of Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
* Mac OS X combines the Unix power developers need with Mac's ease of use, offering a unique combination of technical elements with enhanced performance, compatibility, and usability

 * Shows readers how to use the Terminal application and the command interface, and explores the many Unix applications using step-by-step screen shots...
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Fundamentals of Air Pollution, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2007
A compendium for all involved directly or indirectly in decision making about air pollution control-regulatory or engineering.     

       Fundamentals of Air Pollution is an important and widely used textbook in the environmental science and engineering community.  Written shortly after the passage of the seminal Clean Air Act...
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Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies (covers WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1)Apress, 2015

	Pro XAML with C#: Application Development Strategies is your guide to real-world development practices on Microsoft’s XAML-based platforms, with examples in  WPF, Windows 8.1, and Windows Phone 8.1. Learn how to properly plan and architect an application on one or more of these platforms for a robust, scalable solution.
...
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Cold-adapted Yeasts: Biodiversity, Adaptation Strategies and Biotechnological SignificanceSpringer, 2013

	Yeasts are a versatile group of eukaryotic microorganisms, exhibiting heterogeneous nutritional profiles and an extraordinary ability to survive in a wide range of natural and man-associated ecosystems, including cold habitats. Cold-adapted yeasts inhabit numerous low-temperature environments where they are subjected to seasonal or permanent...
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